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Flash Disaggregation [1] enables to share flash storage across the data center, 

improving resource utilization and reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO). 

Previous work on flash disaggregation utilized costly server processors leaving 

significant headroom for optimizing TCO. In this work, we develop a new flash 

disaggregation system based on a cost-effective and power-efficient ARM-based 

Smart NIC. This work introduces our architecture and provides a comprehensive 

evaluation outperforming previous work in TCO by 2.57x.
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TCO represents the prima

ry optimization metric for

data center operators [4].

We have developed a cost

model for ReFlex4ARM.

We utilize the same cost

model to get the TCO for

Lightbits [5]. ReFlex4ARM

reduces TCO by 2.6× and

increases 1.57× IO opera-

tions with the same cost.

Our design is based on

ReFlex [2] which is limited

to run on x86 machines

depends on specific inline

assembly code for some

critical sections. To enable

the ARM ISAs we have

refactored original ReFlex

by replacing all arch-

specific code with generic

implementation.

Achieving x86-like perfor-

mance on ARM processors

is challenging as the ARM

A72’s micro-architecture

does not provide the same

level of performance than

modern x86 architectures.

To increase the through-

put, we also resort to

domain specific hardware

acceleration.

1. Provide a portable flash disaggregation software

2. Explore the differences between ARM and x86

3. Achieve a state-of-the-art throughput with better TCO

Disaggregated Storage Array (target)
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Motivation

What are the challenges of porting an application from x86 to aarch64?

What is the TCO optimal platform for Flash storage disaggregation?

Can we achieve a competitive performance on ARM64 to Intel x86?

Implementation

1. Added support for multiple SSDs 

by sharding storage capacity 

across devices, managed by the 

centralized control plane;

2. Performed comprehensive 

networking parameter tuning to 

minimize overheads for 100GbE;

3. Extended configuration 

interface to specify the service 

level objective (SLO) of a flow. 

Compute Server (initiator)

1.32x10-6 $

Per million IOs

5-10ms

Discussion

• Telemetry data from NVMe SSDs

• Dynamic IOPS++ by prediction

• Better performance isolation

• Scalable to changing workloads 
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